The Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation - Grants (September round)

Summary
Number
Daiwa Foundation Awards

Amount
2

£24,000

Daiwa Foundation Small Grants

13

£45,500

Total

15

£69,500

Ref

Applicant

Project

Award

Daiwa Foundation Awards
6580/10008

Mori Art Museum

Support for travel & transportation costs of British art work included in
'All You Need is LOVE: From Chagall to Kusama & Hatsune Miku', an
exhibition at the Mori Art Museum, commemorating the museum's tenth
anniversary, 25 April-1 September 2013.

£12,000

9205/9895

University of Kent, Centre for Health
Services Studies

Support for reciprocal UK-Japan travel by academics taking part in
workshops in Kent, London & Kyoto to develop an analytical framework
for comparative public health system analysis & to establish a
knowledge exchange network, September 2013 & March 2014.

£12,000

Daiwa Foundation Small Grants
9279/9969

Arts & Health South West

Support for a UK visit by three guest speakers participating in a
three-day symposium, aimed at 200 delegates, on the use of creativity
and innovative approaches in elderly care, to encourage dialogue and
share best practice, Bristol, June 2013.

£3,500

6201/9923

Basketry and Beyond

Support for travel from Japan by Masashi Kutsuwa & Mr Shinichi Kito to
participate in an international festival of basketry and three-month
exhibition showcasing the basket craft associated with cormorant
fishing on the Nagara River, Dartington, May 2013.

£3,000

9202/9892

Chiba University, Graduate School of
Medicine

Support for three visits to Chiba University by academics from King's
College London, Institute of Psychiatry to participate in workshops on
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for eating disorders, June 2013 and
March 2014.

£3,000

9264/9954

Durham University, Music Department

Support for travel to the UK by four members of the Japanese folk
music group Abeya to participate in concerts and workshops both at
Durham University (annual Festival of East Asian Music) and at SOAS
(Music concert series), 12-17 March 2013.

£3,000

9260/9950

Heads Together Productions Limited

Support for travel to Japan by two adults and six young people from a
Leeds community radio project to work towards establishing a
community radio project for young people in an area of Tohoku affected
by the tsunami of 2011, 27 July-13 August 2013.

£5,000

9302/9993

Hokkaido University, Institute of Low
Temperature Science

Support for a three-month stay at UEA by Associate Professor Aoki,
Hokkaido University to collaborate on research into the climate system
& changes in the Southern Ocean, resulting in scientific papers and
further cooperation, 15 April-21 July 2013.

£3,000

9223/9913

International Netsuke Society UK
Chapter

Support for costs associated with an exhibition of netsuke - which would
otherwise remain unseen - and complementary lectures and school
visits, at the Embassy of Japan, London, 1 April-17 May 2013.

£3,000

9218/9908

Ledbury Poetry Festival

Support for a UK visit by four poets participating in the Ledbury Festival’
s first-ever Japanese strand, also featuring a schools and community
programme and explorations of Japanese music, food, song and other
art forms, 5-14 July 2013.

£3,000
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9050/9942

Liverpool John Moores University,
School of Built Environment

Support for a visit to Japan by three academics initiating a collaboration
with academics at Waseda into real-time monitoring of nuclear
contamination in water, advancing current understanding and
partnerships and leading to academic papers, spring 2013.

£3,000

9257/9947

Re:Bourne Ltd

Support for a 10-day visit to Okinawa by two 'New Adventures' dancers
and a coordinator taking part in Kijimuna Festival with the aim of
creating dance-theatre with young people in Okinawa, July 2013.

£3,500

9305/9998

Specified Non-profit Corporation
Haretari Kumottari

Support for travel to London by speakers taking part in a conference in
March and a symposium in June on outsider art, complementing the
'Outsider Art from Japan' exhibition at the Wellcome Trust, 27 March-30
June 2013.

£5,000

9266/9956

Willis, Michael (University of Oxford,
Chemical Research Laboratory)

Support for travel by 10 UK experts attending a joint UK/Japan
symposium on Asymmetric Catalysis at Tohoku University, resulting in
enhanced collaboration and a subsequent meeting in the UK in 2016 or
2017, 19-21 April 2013.

£4,500

9282/9972

Yokohama History Museum

Support for three Japan-UK and one UK-Japan visit in order to research
and prepare for an exhibition on NG Munro & Japanese Archaeology,
and to take part in an associated seminar as well as a contribution to
catalogue costs, Yokohama, spring 2013.

£3,000
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